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In memory of my father,
who showed me how to look for windows.
And for the five who first went through.
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.
Out of the longest night,
Into the age of wolves,
The five
Will come.
Strangers
Bringing hope of light.
Watch for them
When the time ripens
And the danger grows.
Wait then
For the opening
Of the window.
— Orchard Vision, Age of Anam, Ganbihar

.
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* Prologue *

I

f Max were to begin this story, he would tell you that one
day science will discover the seams of the universe, the
edges where things lie side by side, unnoticed until they bump
together in the strangest ways. He would say that one day,
someone brilliant, maybe even he, would know the reason for
what unfolded that long winter’s eve.
If Nell were to begin it, she would start, of course, with
Mrs. Grady, the cheerful lady next door, who liked to tell her
neighbors that if her kitchen light ever went out, she’d be
gagged, bound, or possibly dead. This was, after all, why Nell
was watching Mrs. Grady’s window that night. Part of her
hoped the light would go out, just to see what would happen.
If Kate or Jean were to begin, they’d say it started with an
accident. So many things seem accidental when you’re eight
and seven, hours of the day pieced together like a patchwork
quilt, one square fastened to the next because someone once
discarded something colorful and someone else picked it up
with needle in hand.
But it’s Susan who begins this story, because Susan is
the one who names things. She finds words for the summer
wind that blows through before an afternoon storm or the
awkward pause when you’ve forgotten what you wanted to say
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after beginning to say it. It’s Susan who marks the texture of
moments and wonders why they might mean what they do.
Though she loved the word dusk, which felt like smoke,
and evening, which spoke of romance, Susan called the span
between day and night blue window time. Somehow she knew
the blue that filled the window was the essence of the hour,
turning clouds into filigree and trees into lines, obscuring some
things and revealing others. And perhaps it was the blue, after
all, that last, stubborn hue clinging to the sky, that opened the
door — or, in this case, the window.
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* Book

One *

SUSAN
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Chapter 1

O

n the day before it all began, Susan found herself wishing mightily that she could melt into light-gray paint,
which by no coincidence was the color of Ms. Clives’s classroom wall. Lucy Driscoll was making a scene, and Susan stood
at the center of it.
“But, Ms. Clives, you promised! ” Lucy sobbed. “Don’t you
remember? You said I could be Juliet! ”
Criminations! Susan thought. Exactly what I deserve for
opening my mouth.
She stared out the window at the December sky, where the
clouds had swallowed the sun. It winked feebly from beneath
a smear of gray, looking half suﬀocated. Which was exactly
how Susan felt, trapped up there in front of everyone as Lucy
moved from sobs to conniptions. Five full minutes of it left
Ms. Clives looking fatigued. She turned a pained and apologetic face to Susan.
“Susan? You don’t mind, do you? And you can have a turn
next time?”
Susan had only been waiting to get a word in edgewise
anyway. Her cheeks were on fire, and she thought she’d combust if she had to stand near Lucy for another second.
“Of, of course not! That’s okay! ”
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She darted to her seat, thinking that wild horses couldn’t
drag her back to the front of that room for another tryout. It
was a phrase of her grandmother’s she particularly liked. Wild
horses and an eight-hundred-pound gorilla seemed to be the
two things that could drag a person anywhere, at least according to Grandma. Susan was certain she could withstand both
of them more easily than further drama from Lucy, along with
the humiliating, gossipy glee the rest of the class took in watching the whole thing.
Unfortunately, thanks to Max, the scene wasn’t over. The
entire time Susan had been at the front of the room, her twin
brother had been mouthing, “Stand up for yourself! Say something!” and she’d answered with the tiniest shake of her head.
Now that she’d taken her seat, he began lecturing her in a low,
insistent whisper. “You could at least say you worked for it!
You don’t have to act like you don’t care! It’s not just about you,
anyway; it’s about what’s fair. . . .”
She turned and shot him a look hot enough to singe his
eyebrows. Apparently, he was flameproof.
“I don’t want to talk about it! ” she hissed. “So stop already! ”
Flameproof and deaf.
Max leaned forward, gripping the edges of his desk. “How
long did you practice? All this week, remember? Lucy doesn’t
know the first thing about —”
“Max, do you have something to share with the class? ”
It was Ms. Clives, glowering from the front of the room,
tapping a purple manicured nail on her desk. Ms. Clives had
started the year as one of those aggressively cheerful, pretty
teachers the class tended to love — the kind that arranged
the desks, including her own, into a circle so everyone could
✦
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be friends. The kind that made Susan nervous, because in her
experience, the Ms. Cliveses of the world generally lost their
patience by about December. By winter break, all the cheerful good humor would have drained away, replaced by the
temperament and patience of Godzilla. The worst of it would
be the whiny, peeved reminders of the good old days back
in September, when the kids had supposedly known how to
behave.
Lucy Driscoll had moved the teacher perilously close to
that point now, in Susan’s estimation, and the look on Ms.
Clives’s face said it would be Max who pushed her over.
Max did not see the warning in the teacher’s stiﬀ posture
and tapping fingers. He just shrugged and repeated what he’d
said, along with a few other things of interest, while Susan
withered in her seat and Lucy gulped air and shuddered.
Susan sometimes thought that she and Max must be about the
two least alike people in the world, especially for a set of twins.
Make that the universe, since that was the scale on which
Max tended to put things. He liked to argue over principles
like Justice, and Rights, and Progress. Max’s principles were
always introduced in capital letters. At home, Susan argued
right back. But despite the fact that her favorite books were all
about spunky, outspoken girls who played as hard as the boys
did, Susan abhorred having everyone look at her. The only
trouble she ever got into was for reading under her desk, and
that, along with slightly exasperated notes home —“If Susan
only applied herself, she could be a real star in school. . . .”—
was enough to manage. Max, on the other hand, had a habit
of making a splash. He’d been doing it since they were both
little: breaking things, playing too rough, having trouble sitting
✦
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still. Lately, his splashes had to do with being taken seriously, a
diﬃcult thing for a bulky thirteen-year-old boy with a soft
face, hair that sat like a dark, rumpled mountain range on top
of his head, and theories that came out of reading The Giant
Book of Why.
Susan wasn’t interested in making other people see what
they didn’t want to, or couldn’t. She only wanted to do her
work and go home. She’d try, often, to make this point to Max
after one school disaster or another, but he refused to get it.
And he wasn’t getting it now, despite the expression on Ms.
Clives’s face and the fact that Susan repeated his name three
times in a low, urgent, you-will-pay-for-this-later-if-you-don’tstop-right-now type of voice.
Finally she had no choice but to speak up.
“Max, it’s okay! ” she said firmly. “I don’t mind. Really,
I don’t! ”
Ms. Clives’s purple nails had been doing a drum solo on
the desk.
“Max, your sister doesn’t mind, and Lucy will do a wonderful job, too. The discussion is over.”
This time there was steel in her voice, and he subsided,
grumbling. Lucy, tears all gone, made her way shakily to her
seat. When she got there, she beamed at the teacher. “Thank
you, Ms. C. I’ll work really hard — I promise.” She turned
Susan’s way and flashed a sudden, wicked grin. “And thank
you, Susan.”
“There, that’s nice,” Ms. Clives said, her voice tight with
irritation. “I’m proud of both of you.”
Susan closed her eyes. When she’d been little, younger even
than Jean, she’d thought that if you closed your eyes, no one
✦
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could see you. She wished it were true now. Either way, she
wanted to block out the sight of Lucy’s smug face, and Max’s
outraged one, too.
But she couldn’t settle. She had the strangest feeling someone was waiting to ask her a question.
She opened her eyes and frowned at her brother.
“What?”
He frowned right back. “Now you talk? I didn’t say
anything.”
“Well, stop looking at me, then.”
“I wasn’t looking. And you’re not in charge of my eyes, now,
are you? ”
Ms. Clives shot a warning look their way, and Susan didn’t
answer.
Susan was still smarting as she and Max got oﬀ at the bus stop
and started walking home. She trudged along the street in a
coat that had once fallen to her knees but now was at least two
inches short. It would swallow Nell, though, so she’d kept it
for one more year. Beneath it, her skirt blew against her legs,
which had gone red with the cold. She was on her way to getting tall, and lately her body had begun to stretch into unfamiliar angles and lines. She wasn’t used to it and so preferred to
focus on what was the same: same slightly messy, loose brown
curls; same pointy chin; same blue eyes. They were her secret
favorite, sky blue and just the shade of her grandfather’s. Her
eyes made her feel like she belonged somewhere, and she liked
that.
Right now she felt like she belonged nowhere at all. Even
the street seemed unfamiliar, changed with the first snowfall.
✦
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The remains of it had begun to turn brown at the curb, and
when the wind blew, a grimy mist rose from it before settling
back across her boots. Overhead, an oak tree full of stubborn,
dead leaves chafed in the wind.
Susan glanced at Max, who usually had something meteorological to say as they walked home. This time, he only shook
his head at her.
“You should have said something.”
She rolled her eyes. “Like you always stand up for yourself?
I saw Ivan and Mo in the hall after class. I heard what they
called you.”
He wouldn’t meet her eye.
“That’s diﬀerent. Ms. Clives doesn’t threaten to kick the
smart out of you if you stand up for yourself. She can be
reasonable, not like those two idiots.”
Susan shook her head. “You could tell someone. You don’t
have to put up with it all the time.”
Max sighed. “I’m not a girl, Susan.”
She was about to say that no, girls were more reasonable,
when Nell rounded the corner to prove her wrong. Max and
Nell swore up and down that the two of them were opposites,
and it was true they looked nothing alike. Nell was small for
eleven years old, with intense blue eyes a shade darker than
Susan’s and the round, freckled face of a pixie, though only
the stupidest people had the nerve to tell her that. But looks
were deceiving, because inside, Nell was just as full of big ideas
as Max was, and just as certain she knew how to make them
happen.
Their particular sameness usually meant that Nell and
Max sat on each other’s very last nerve, a pattern that only
✦
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changed when they turned their mutual energy to analyzing
what had gone wrong with Susan. Susan wondered now if the
two of them had radar communication set up on the subject,
because as soon as Nell jogged up, she looked from one to the
next and raised an eyebrow.
“What’s wrong? ”
“Susan,” Max shot back.
“ Nothing,” Susan snapped.
Nell zigzagged up the road, pouncing on every half-decent
snow pile that remained in the street as Max replayed the
afternoon for her. When he was done, Nell nodded sagely.
“You let people push you around too much,” she informed
Susan.
“She’s the teacher,” Susan protested. “I couldn’t say anything. Why would I even want to?”
“I said something!” Max cut in.
A chilly wind whistled past Susan’s ears and set them
tingling.
“I should have clobbered you before you did,” she grumbled,
rubbing the feeling back into her ears with a gloved hand. “I
still should.”
Nell ambushed another lump of dirty snow, splattering
Susan’s exposed leg.
“Bad temper in all the wrong places,” she said. “That’s you.
If anyone deserves a clobbering, it’s Lucy Driscoll.”
She frowned suddenly and turned around. “Hey! ”
“Hey what?” Max asked.
Nell tilted her head. “That’s juvenile, Max.”
“What is?”
“ Tapping me from behind and pretending you didn’t.”
✦
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“I didn’t.”
Nell’s frown deepened. “Susan, did you? ”
“No! ”
“Well, somebody did. And whichever of you it was, just
stop it.”
Max hitched his backpack higher onto his shoulder. His
puﬀy coat sighed under the weight of it.
“ Maybe it was some of that snow you keep flattening, hitting back,” he suggested.
“Yeah, right.” Nell looked over her shoulder again, brow
furrowed.
Susan felt suddenly antsy, as if she’d forgotten something
she’d been supposed to remember. But then it had been a
strange day, full of wishing she could fly out the classroom
window, or at least turn invisible. She tried to shrug it oﬀ and
set her mind to getting home and finding her book, the only
proven way, so far, of disappearing.
She did just that for most of the evening and went to
bed early, hoping sleep would wash away the mortification of
the day.
“Susan? I had a funny dream again.”
Susan squinted in the sudden light from the hall and
glanced at the clock. Past midnight, and Kate stood there in
her nightgown, waiting.
At eight, Kate was too old to be waking her parents but
apparently not too old to be waking her big sister. This big
sister, anyway, who had a soft spot for pensive eight-year-olds
with bad dreams. Pensive. That word had been a find, and one
Susan had immediately applied to Kate. It seemed to fit them
✦
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both, and maybe that’s why they got along so well. Being pensive, at eight or thirteen, always kept you a half step out of the
main. For Susan, who would rather read than talk, and Kate,
who seemed to hear things diﬀerently than other people did,
pensive was just the right word. Susan rolled over and nodded
to the small figure standing in the doorway, Kate’s unruly curls
lit by the light of the hall. They were sandy brown, a shade
lighter than her eyes, and gave the impression of being lighter
still, the color of amber or honey.
“ Funny how? Scary? Were there monsters? ”
A long pause from Kate, until Susan waved her in, permission to climb into bed beside her. The mattress bounced
and Kate slipped under the covers. Susan could feel her sister’s
bony little body, warm against her.
“Not monsters. And I don’t think I was scared. But I was
someplace diﬀerent. And there were other people there. I could
hear them.”
Susan yawned. Sleep was tugging at her.
“And? What did they look like? ”
Kate sighed in the darkness. She rolled over and threw an
arm across Susan. “They were gone when I turned around. I
think the splashing scared them oﬀ.”
“Splashing? ”
“My feet were in the water.”
“Oh.”
Susan waited, but Kate didn’t elaborate. She was that kind
of kid, always dreaming of strange places and people calling from out of thick trees. Susan wondered if she ought to
tell Mom.
Kate lifted her head slightly, and her hair brushed the
✦
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bottom of Susan’s jaw. “I wasn’t scared,” she said. Kate had a
knack for reading her intention even in the dark, and somehow, with Kate, Susan didn’t mind. “You don’t have to worry
about it.” Kate waited, head up, for Susan to answer.
“But you wanted to come in here anyway, I guess? ”
Kate rested her head back on Susan’s arm.
“Just for a little,” she said drowsily. “And besides, Jean was
talking in her sleep.”
Susan smiled. Sleep, warm and comfortingly heavy, crept
over her again, and she closed her eyes. “ Maybe she was having
funny dreams, too.”
She fell back to sleep thinking what an odd twenty-four
hours it had been. She swore to herself tomorrow would be
diﬀerent.
She was usually very good at keeping her word.

✦
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***

T

he exile found company only in dreams. Beneath tall,
unfamiliar trees, others would appear: a sunny-haired girl
who sat on the edge of a shining pool, her bare feet in the water.
Another, darker, older, who stood in the dappled shade, eyes on the
blazing sky.
The ancients had spoken of a place outside time, a whispering
orchard, a sparkling wood, a dream that lived. And yet if they had
spent nights walking its paths of wisdom, the exile was given just
moments, flashes that drifted away with the dawn.
What was to be found on waking? Only the hard sky over the
mountain, the cottage, the trees, the garden, and the ever- present
muttering of the valley, with its undertone of warning, its reminder
of punishment. Few came through it, and those only reinforced the
solitude — watchers, radiating judgment harsh as summer heat,
and the broken ones, who screamed their agony into the wind
before disappearing through the trees, beyond help or hope.
The sounds of exile were few. No voices, no words.
Speech now was folded into books, the aging pages polished by
the turning of many hands. In the silence, the exile clung to these
pages, with their smell of years, their prophecies of doom and of
promise.
Doom had come. The exile waited now for the promise.

✦
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Chapter 2

D

o you know how much electricity gets used on the
shortest day of the year?” Max asked Susan as he mixed
his instant oatmeal at the kitchen counter the next morning.
Susan raised an eyebrow at him. This was Max’s peace
oﬀering, she knew, a useful bit of information that he thought
would cheer her up.
“Don’t you mean longest night of the year?”
“Same thing.”
“Not exactly.”
“Well, fine. Longest night, then.”
She decided to accept his apology.
“No, how much?”
She scooted over on the kitchen bench to make room for
him. Their house was old, and the kitchen seemed older than
the rest of it. The short Formica-topped table jutted out from
the window, and two benches sat on either side of it, a setup
that Dad said was like a diner at a truck stop. To get in or out
of the seats closest to the window required climbing over one
or two siblings or the high back of the bench, which sat only
about half a foot from the side of the fridge. And yet Susan
favored it. She loved to sit by the window and rest her head
against the cool glass.
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Max grinned as he sat down. “Five thousand megawatts.
But of course that’s an estimate. But guess when people use
even more? In summer. Guess why? Air-conditioning. Much
more wasteful than lights. Or at least it was last time I checked.”
Outside, the snow was melting. December never seemed
sure it was really winter, no matter what the calendar said, and
the day had dawned unexpectedly sunny. Susan pressed her
forehead into the glass. Still cold enough to ease the ache there
from having an interrupted night’s sleep.
“You okay, Susan?” Mom asked her. She had come into the
kitchen with Kate’s backpack, which always managed to get
left behind when it was time to go to school.
“Just tired,” Susan said. She didn’t mention why.
“Me, too,” Max said. “I feel like last night lasted longer than
normal.”
“ Ha-ha,” Susan said.
“No, I mean it. Like it was full of dreams. And not my
usual ones.”
“What, no spaceships involved? ” Mom asked. She plopped
a carton of orange juice down on the table, followed by two
small glasses. “ Drink up — you’ll feel better.”
“More like a lot of trees,” Max said, pouring himself some
juice. “No idea why. Maybe it’s because I’m taking earth science.”
The word dreams pinged like a small bell in Susan’s mind.
She paused, thinking of Kate, then for a moment had the hazy
feeling that she’d seen . . . she didn’t know what. It evaporated
as soon as she focused her attention on it. She shook her head.
She almost never remembered dreams, anyway. Probably it
was only her imagination, filling things in for her. She poured
herself some juice.
✦
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Jean came in then, climbing up to sit across from Susan at
the table. She set her Barbie doll next to her cereal bowl.
“Kate! ” she called. “ Barbie’s ready for breakfast! See? ” She
showed Max. “She’s a birthday Barbie.”
He looked distinctly uninterested.
“She was born in a factory,” Max said. “I doubt she has a
birthday.”
Jean wrinkled her nose. “It’s for pretend, Max,” she said.
“And so she can have a pretty dress.”
She admired the dress for another minute before standing
up to pour herself some cereal, giving Barbie a shower of cornflakes at the same time.
“You’ll get her dirty!” Kate said from the doorway. She
carried her own matching doll, which she held against her
chest. “And you said you’d keep her nice!”
“We’ll give them baths tonight,” Jean told her. “And maybe
a haircut. That’s part of getting ready for the party.”
“No haircuts,” Kate said, looking alarmed.
Susan grinned into her orange juice. Jean had recently
restyled one of her skirts (it needed to be shorter), a pair of
new shoes (she didn’t like the straps), and her own hair. Where
she’d once had longish dark waves, she now had a short bob
and bangs that fell half an inch above her winged eyebrows.
She’d been on her way to convincing Kate to let her give her a
trim when Mom confiscated the scissors.
“Well, a bath, anyway,” Jean conceded.
Susan watched Max roll his eyes, and Jean grinned across
the table at him.
“Max, write me a letter.”

✦
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Max gave Susan a sidelong glance that begged sympathy
for his long suﬀering.
“Not now.”
“ Please? A short one.”
“I don’t have a piece of paper.”
“ Letters” was a favorite game of Jean’s, which she’d devised
after having received one from Grandpa the year he’d been on
a trip and missed her fifth birthday. She’d heartily agreed with
him that messages on paper lasted longer than a phone call.
She’d then gone on a campaign to get everyone to write her
letters, and in a fit of generosity, Max had made the mistake of
complying.
“Say one, then. Like, pretend you’re reading it.”
Max grunted, but Susan knew that for all his bluster, he
wouldn’t refuse her. He rarely did.
“Dear Jean, Enjoy your breakfast. Your brother, Max.”
Jean beamed at him, and Max drained his juice and finished his oatmeal in silence.
Nell joined them last of all. She, too, looked like she’d had
a long night. She glanced moodily out the window. “I wish it
would snow again,” she said. “Then I could sleep late.”
“It’s a short day,” Susan told her. “It’ll be night before you
know it.”
And it was. Before the afternoon was half over, the sky had
turned a deep, evening blue. Susan went into the family room
and stood by the big window, looking out at Mrs. Grady’s house
next door. It had been another peculiar day. Standing near her
locker at lunchtime, she’d been sure someone was looking over

✦
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her shoulder, waiting for her to turn. When she did, nobody
was there. It had made her feel funny again, oﬀ-kilter.
They all seemed to feel it. On the way home, Max and Nell
had kept silent. They were so quiet at supper that Dad put his
hand on everybody’s foreheads, but no one had a fever.
“ Winter blahs,” he concluded. “And it’s only the first day.”
Susan did what she always did when she felt unsettled.
She found a book. But before she opened it, she stood at the
family-room window and watched Mrs. Grady’s ever-present
kitchen light filter through the colored figurines in the window
across the way.
Mrs. Grady did not believe in curtains, a fact Susan knew
well because Mrs. Grady was a woman who liked to announce
her likes and dislikes as if she were carrying a bullhorn.
Collecting the Gradys’ garbage cans one day, Susan had been
stopped by the pronouncement that horizontal stripes would
never again be a part of Mrs. Grady’s wardrobe; apparently
they made her behind look like a beach ball. Curtains had been
the subject of at least three separate bulletins, because according to Mrs. Grady, despite her disapproval of them, Mr. Grady
insisted on them. Susan doubted this. She’d barely ever heard
the man say a word, let alone voice an opinion. Insisting on
something seemed a stretch.
But it was true that all the Gradys’ windows were covered
except this one, in the kitchen, the one filled with colored glass.
For a second more, Susan stood looking into the blue, at the
hazy rainbow that glimmered in the space between the houses.
Then she opened her book.
Because she was reading, she didn’t much note when the
others came in. She was only half aware of Max sitting down
✦
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at the table to do his homework. She did look up when Nell
came in, wrapped in a blanket cocoon. But that was only
because Nell plopped down beside her on the old maroon sofa,
letting her blanket fall across the pages of Susan’s book.
“Hey! ” Susan said.
Nell shot her a look. Susan huﬀed and retreated to the table,
her back to the window. Kate and Jean trooped in then, their
matching Barbies fresh from the promised bath and once again
dressed for a party. They sat down on the floor and began to play.
And this was the moment the curious feeling that had
nudged Susan for two days blossomed into something more.
On the couch, Nell bolted upright, letting her blanket
cocoon fall open.
“It’s out! Mrs. Grady’s light’s gone! ”
Max didn’t turn.
“She’s probably blown a fuse,” he said. He shot a wry half
grin at Susan. “But let’s call the police anyway. I’d love to see
her face when they come.”
Susan twisted around in her chair to look and blinked in
surprise. It wasn’t just the light.
The whole square of Mrs. Grady’s lit kitchen had disappeared, and their own window now glowed a brilliant cobalt
that drew the last of the light into it and pushed it back again.
The glass seemed to curve outward, a dark mirror casting their
faces back in shimmering curves.
In reflection, the room looked oddly out of shape. Susan
swiveled back to see it and found everything in place — family
pictures on the wall, the old couch, the overstuﬀed recliner, the
long oval table. She glanced at Max, who was still bent over his
homework, his back to the window. Kate and Jean had noticed,
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though. Gripping their Barbies, they had gotten up to gape at
the glass.
Susan could almost feel the pulse of the glowing light
behind her. She turned back to it.
“Max,” she said quietly. “Look.”
Her tone must have caught him, because he didn’t argue.
He turned, drew in a sharp breath, and stood up.
“What in the world? ”
Susan took a step toward the window and tried to peer
through the reflection. On the other side of the glass, Mrs.
Grady was indeed gone. Her window, her kitchen, the old grill,
the stairs — the neighborhood itself seemed to have winked
out of existence. In its place stood a wide old tree, black as a
charcoal drawing against blue glass.
“That can’t be,” Susan said.
“What happened to it? Did something explode? ” Nell
asked. Cautiously, she crept from the couch to stand beside the
twins, clutching her blanket around her neck.
“I didn’t hear anything,” Kate said.
“ Explosions leave a pile of house,” Max told them. “This is
more like an optical illusion. Maybe somebody’s playing a practical joke on us. You know, beaming something at the glass.”
Susan thought for a minute, then ran to the bathroom, with
its small window that faced Mrs. Grady’s kitchen. Outside,
the colored glass still glowed from the other house as the
neighborhood settled placidly into the night. She squinted into
the evening light, looking for Max’s practical joker, but there
was no one. Puzzled, she walked back into the family room.
The others hadn’t moved. They all stood staring at the window.
It smoldered like a blue coal.
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“It’s normal out there when I look from the bathroom.”
“And did you see who’s doing it? ” Max asked her.
“No one is. No one’s outside.”
“ Makes no sense. It’s got to be an optical illusion.”
“Why does it bend out like that?” Jean asked. She came
around the table and past them, her hand extended toward the
window.
“Don’t! ” Nell said. “It could burn you! ”
Max shook his head. “Do you feel any heat coming oﬀ it?
Optical illusions don’t burn.” He followed Jean to the window.
Jean leaned up on the sill and poked at the blue curve with
her Barbie. The doll’s blond hair sank into the glass like a waﬄe
dipped in syrup.
“Wow! ” Max said. “That’s some trick.” He poked the glass,
too, and his finger disappeared in blue up to the knuckle.
They all had to try it then. They climbed onto the wide
sill, probing the window with hands, resting cheeks on it. On
the other side, the sky was the same deep blue they’d seen over
Mrs. Grady’s house, but where her house should have been,
the lone tree now stirred in a faint wind.
As she had in the morning, Susan pressed her forehead to
the glass. This time it was warm — soft as wax left in the sun.
She pulled back, startled, then cautiously leaned in again.
The window dissolved.
Susan pitched forward with a gasp. The others toppled on
either side of her, Max hiccupping with surprise, Nell grabbing
her blanket as it unrolled and released her into open air, Kate
and Jean letting the sleek pink Barbies fly from their hands
into the dusky sky.
Susan landed on all fours in the grass beneath the tree,
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and it was summer grass, thick with the smell of growing and
damp with the settling night. Across a wide expanse, she could
see the dark edge of a forest.
Her brain seemed to stutter in her head, and for a moment
it was emptied of words.
Nell didn’t have that problem.
“This is an optical illusion? ” she gasped, sitting up and
brushing grass from her hands. “ Remind me what optical
means again?”
Max didn’t answer. He just gawked.
“Wow,” Kate said, looking around. “How did we do that? ”
Just in front of Susan, Jean rolled to her feet and stood up.
“Our window’s still there! ”
Susan turned to look as Jean scooted over to collect her
Barbie. Soon they were all standing, squinting upward.
Above them, Nell’s blanket hung from a rectangle of light,
a cloth waterfall tumbling from a boxy sun.
“Come on! ” Nell said. “We can climb! ”
Words flooded back into Susan’s head, the primary one
being home. By the light of the window, she saw Max look
with interest at the strange landscape around them, and a fresh
surge of panic brought her voice back.
“Come on, Max! We’ve got to get back up there! ”
He hesitated, then glanced at the little girls and nodded.
Nell had already grabbed the bottom of the blanket, and now
Max did, too, putting out a foot to brace himself against the wall
that must be there. But there was no wall, and after a moment,
no window, either, because with a sharp pop, the blanket came
loose, fluttering down upon them. The light blinked out.
The window was gone.
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Chapter 3

N

ell might look something like an elf, but nobody could
accuse her of sounding like one. Susan often complained that standing next to Nell when she yelled felt like
being blasted by a train whistle, or a rocket launch. She was
grateful for it now, though, when Nell opened her mouth and
started hollering for Mom and Dad. Nobody within a block’s
distance could fail to hear Nell when she really tried.
“MOM! DAD! COME TO THE WINDOW! ”
Nell paused, and they all waited. No response.
Everyone joined in for the second round, screaming themselves hoarse. Susan thought that if Mrs. Grady hadn’t had
apoplexy when her kitchen disappeared, she’d definitely be
calling the police now.
But not even an echo answered them. Their calls died on
the wind of the strange, empty field, lost in the border of the
distant wood.
Finally, they collapsed beneath the tree, stunned into
silence.
Darkness had truly fallen by then. It was not the darkness
Susan knew, pocked with streetlights and friendly, bright-eyed
houses, sliced through with the headlights of moving cars and
the occasional taillights of an airplane overhead. This was
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a tar-black curtain, mottled by the blotted shapes of the faroﬀ wood.
Above, stars glittered like crushed glass.
“There are so many of them! ” Kate said. “Are there always
so many? ”
Susan had never seen such a sky. She searched for the
Three Sisters, the line of stars that sat in Orion’s Belt, but she
could not make out a single familiar constellation.
“They look diﬀerent because there aren’t any city lights.
Those hide most stars,” Max said. “It’s called light pollution.”
This last he added only faintly. His voice dribbled to nothing beneath the shock of that strange sky. In the tree, crickets
chirped sleepily.
“It’s so diﬀerent,” Susan said. “ Maybe you’re right — maybe
we can’t see the ones we know because there are too many.”
Max was breathing at least twice his normal speed. “No,”
he murmured back. “That’s not it. The sky’s all wrong. Just like
the ground is. Where are we? ”
A small hand prodded Susan’s. She squeezed it. Kate.
Susan’s eyes began to adjust, and she could see the shape of
Nell, a foot or so away. It looked strangely humped and bulky
until she realized that Nell had retrieved her blanket from
the ground and wrapped it around her shoulders despite the
warmth of the night.
“This has to be a dream,” Nell said. “But it doesn’t feel like
one. Does it? ”
“Is it usually this dark in dreams?” Jean asked. Her voice
came from next to Max.
“ Maybe we’re drugged, or sprayed with some gas that
makes you see things. They can do that, you know,” Max said.
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“They? ” Susan asked. She could feel the damp in the grass
soaking through her sneakers. “Who’s they? ”
Max sighed. “I don’t know. But if this is real, we just fell
out of our house into summer.”
None of them said anything for a long minute.
“Ouch! ” Max yelped. “Jean! Did you just pinch me? ”
“ Maybe.”
“You did! You pinched me! ”
Jean’s voice was a little smaller than usual. “I thought you
can’t get hurt in dreams.”
“ Where do you get this stuﬀ, Jean? Of course you can get
hurt in dreams! You might be lying on the corner of a book or
something. Your brain would make up a story where you got
pinched, when really you’ve got a hardback jabbing you! ”
“So maybe you’re just lying on a book, then.”
Max growled in exasperation, and Susan saw him lean over
in the dark and pull a strand of grass, then put it to his mouth.
“I don’t know. Can you taste in dreams? I can’t remember.”
Susan knew she’d never had a dream as vivid as this. She
could smell the dusty aroma of tree bark and hear the faint
hum of crickets.
“What should we do? ” Kate wanted to know. “If we’re
dreaming, I want to wake up and go home.”
She squeezed Susan’s hand, and Susan squeezed back.
“Me, too,” Nell said. She slapped her own face. “Wake up! ”
She paused, then grunted in dissatisfaction. “I’m still here. And
for your information, Jean, you can get hurt in dreams.”
“So you’re saying this is a dream,” Max said.
“Yes,” Nell answered. “ Maybe. I don’t know! ”
Susan touched the rough trunk of the tree. The smell of
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grass and heat and wood hung in the air. In the distance, an owl
hooted, low and long. No, she thought again, dreams couldn’t
possibly feel like this. Kate pressed herself close, and Susan
tried to think what to say. She was the oldest by a few minutes,
but in emergencies, she never forgot it. Now she could only
think to try to keep the younger ones calm while she and Max
figured out what had happened.
“We need to go to sleep, and then we’ll wake up,” she told
them, using her most sensible tone of voice. Sometimes, she
knew, when all else failed, it was best to return to routine.
Maybe if they acted as if things were normal, the world would
take the hint.
She released Kate’s hand. “Nell, give us your blanket,”
she said.
Nell hesitated, then unwrapped the coverlet from around
her neck and handed it over.
Susan spread it beneath the tree.
“If we all lie down together, close our eyes, and forget all
this, we’ll wake up in the morning and be back home.”
Max, still staring up at the star-drenched sky, didn’t answer.
But the little girls lay down, and Susan tucked their dolls
beside them. Even Nell, after folding her arms long enough
to show she didn’t take orders, especially concerning bedtime, finally joined them, and Susan found a spot next to her.
As the others’ breathing slowly deepened in sleep, Susan held
still, wide awake and watching. In the tree, the whistling of the
crickets dwindled. The moon rose, and at last Max crouched
beside her.
“It’s only half, ” he whispered. “And at home it was full.
Do you think it’s a dream? ”
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“I don’t know,” she whispered back. “I don’t think I’ve ever
dreamed the moon before. But maybe morning will tell.”
At last, with nothing left to do, Max stretched out on the
other side of the blanket. Together they lay there, staring at the
vast, strange sky, as overhead, the too-narrow moon climbed to
its distant midnight perch.
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***

D

eprived of the comfort of human voices, the exile had
learned to hear the sounds of the mountain. Not merely the
mumbling danger of the valley, but the melody of birds and wind,
buzzing insects and small animals. And the steadiness of these
sounds as they rose and fell, chittered and hummed and sighed
in their unconscious conversation, oﬀered a comfort of its own, its
steady backdrop a reminder that life went on.
And then, one night, the sounds stopped.
From within the cottage, the exile rose and sought the darkness outside. Beneath the stars, the world had gone silent. Even the
valley, far below, seemed mute in the pause. And then something
stirred. A strange breeze, a new wind. A moment more, and the
world let out its breath — as if all the small animate members of
the night’s chorus had sensed the new and made it welcome.
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Chapter 4

S

usan opened her eyes to a haze of dew rising toward a pink
sky. It would have been beautiful if she’d seen it through a
car window or from inside her own house. But she was lying
on a clammy blanket in a strange field on a summer morning,
when it should have been winter and had been, just last night.
Despite what she’d said, they’d slept, and woken, and if this
were a dream, it was real enough to leave the blanket damp and
smelling of grass. She closed her eyes again and wished herself
fiercely into a diﬀerent morning, but the sound of birds twittering in the tree told her this place was immune to wishes.
On the other side of Nell, Kate sat up and looked around.
“We’re not home,” she said. “You said we’d be home! ”
Pretending to be asleep struck Susan as her best option,
but her heart betrayed her. It was pounding so hard, she could
feel her shirt move.
On the other side of the blanket, Max groaned and sat up.
“Kate,” he said. “Calm down.”
“But we’re supposed to be home! ”
“I didn’t say that. Susan did.”
Criminations! It was the last little push Susan needed to
force herself into the day. She sat up.
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“I said maybe, is all. Maybe we’d wake up home. But we
haven’t. So we’re going to need to figure something else out.”
“You did not say maybe,” Kate said. “You said we would.”
Her tight curls had gone frizzy in the humid morning, and
they stood out in several directions. She pushed them out of
her eyes and frowned deeply.
“That’s true,” Max said. “You did.”
Susan glared at him. “Fine, maybe I did. But we’re not
home. Sue me.”
Kate looked around at the steaming grass, the dark border
of woods that ringed the field, the hard knot of the rising sun
swimming up into a candy-colored sky, and began to cry.
“Kate! Kate, it’s okay! ” Susan leaned on Nell and grabbed
Kate’s hand. “We’re going to figure this out! We will! ”
Nell woke with a grunt and shoved Susan oﬀ her.
Meanwhile, Kate nodded, trying to swallow the tears as her
curls bounced crazily on her head. Jean sat up, looking groggy.
“We’re still here,” she said.
Max sighed loudly and rubbed the back of his neck. “We’ve
noticed. But don’t worry, we’re working on it.”
He nodded to Susan, who attempted a half-hearted
nod back.
The little girls looked from one to the other of them
expectantly, and even Nell tilted her head, waiting.
“Let’s think about this scientifically,” Max said.
There were days when Susan hated having a twin brother.
Today wasn’t one of them. Just hearing Max talk in his usual
Max-like way made Susan breathe better. Max’s scientific ideas
were sometimes harebrained, but he never ran out of them.
“What would we do if we got lost at home? ” he asked.
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“Find help,” Susan said.
“ Right. So let’s go find it. We’re somewhere. Let’s find out
where.”
Trees ringed the field on all sides. To the west, where a
sheen of purple still glossed the sky, a herd of deer meandered
from the wood and began to graze. Jean tapped Kate and
pointed, and Susan raised an eyebrow. At least twenty soon
ambled out, including several speckled fawns.
Just then a hawk screeched from the western wood, and
Susan looked up to see it dive over the deer and yank a rabbit
from the grass. Kate yelped as the herd bolted back into the
trees.
“Well, not that way,” Max said, frowning. “ Doesn’t seem
like that many deer would be wandering around civilization.”
“Civilization? ” Jean asked him. “That’s what we’re looking for?”
“Yup,” he said. “It’s got to be around here somewhere.”
He nodded eastward, as Jean and Kate retrieved their
Barbies and Nell shouldered her blanket. “That way, then.”
They set out in the direction of the rising sun, scattering
butterflies feeding on flowers and sending a surviving rabbit
hurtling from a thicket of onion grass. Near the place where
the clearing met the wood, the land dipped and they found a
brook bubbling along through stones and moss. Overjoyed,
Max said that water led to civilization — people, and commerce, and cities. Jean stooped to drink, but Susan pointed out
that water could lead to typhoid, too, so Jean let it be and they
walked along the bank, following the water as it flowed glibly
over rocks and through small cracks, beneath a split tree, and
on as the wood grew tangled and the heat rose.
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Having read countless fairy tales, Susan looked for a forest trail, good for walking. But there were no mossy paths
here, no faint track left by kind hunters or red-hooded girls
who brought fresh bread to their grandmothers. There was no
path at all. Nets of slim green vines, narrow as string, obscured
rocks underfoot; tall stalks coated in sharp, translucent hairs
grew knee- and waist-high; and bristling shrubs the dusty
color of evergreens grew so wide and dense, they could not be
pushed aside and had to be circumvented.
“This isn’t that much diﬀerent from a hike I took with the
Boy Scouts,” Max said reassuringly. “We’re okay.”
Susan rolled her eyes.
Nell pushed back her moist bangs. “Didn’t you come home
with a concussion from one of those?” she asked him. “And
poison ivy? ”
Susan flicked her sister’s arm, trying to get her to be quiet,
but like Max, Nell was immune to suggestion.
Instead, she told Susan not to be so annoying, and they
stomped along in silence for a while as Susan counted the ways
they irritated one another.
As far as annoyances went, from Susan’s point of view the
long walk was full of them. Four times they had to stop when
Jean or Kate lost her Barbie in the weeds. The fifth time Susan
found herself fishing a doll out of a knot of prickly, looping
vines, she jammed both Barbies into the backs of the girls’
waistbands and yanked their shirts over the oﬀending dolls so
their plastic hands and hair would stop catching in the undergrowth. Nell, meanwhile, had tied her blanket round her like
a belt and kept snagging on broken twigs and low-hanging
branches. Jean refused to use a tree for a bathroom until she
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was so desperate she was hopping, and Kate remembered suddenly that Nell had once told her your teeth fall out if you don’t
brush them, which made her frantic until Susan explained
hyperbole to her. Nell then marched ahead in a huﬀ —“I never
exaggerate! ” And despite his Boy Scout comment, Max kept
mentioning how strange some of the fauna was and surmising
that this must be some kind of winter heat wave, because who
falls out of a window into a new season?
And then, every once in a while, the underbrush would
rustle as if something bigger than a rabbit was pushing through
it and Susan would catch sight of a hulking dark shape streaking through the trees.
“You don’t think there are any dangerous animals around
here, do you?” Nell whispered to her.
Susan shook her head. “ Probably more deer. They’re fast
like that, right?”
She said it as much to convince herself as Nell. She’d had
only the briefest glimpses of the thing, but it had seemed far
taller than a deer. Susan picked her way through a thorny
patch, her winter shirt clinging to her damp skin, and tried
to think what she’d read about being lost in the woods. Stay
put — that was the rule. Make a lot of noise. That last she
knew couldn’t apply here. Not with that flicker of darkness in
the trees.
“I think there are bears here,” Jean said. “And bears eat
people, right? ”
Nell fanned herself with one hand.
“There aren’t any bears here.”
“But I think I saw one.”
“Shut up, Jean.”
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“Max! Nell said shut up! ”
“Shut up, Nell.”
The day wore on, and there seemed no end to the thick
woods. Eventually the brook they were tracking branched in
several directions, and then the trickle they followed dwindled
until it was no more than a small gush of water over stones.
Finally the earth took it, leaving only a shallow depression in
the ground where rain might find its way. Still they walked
on, keeping east, until Susan began to feel that she was full of
holes — a gaping emptiness in her stomach and a hollow, fearchewed spot in her chest. Every so often Kate took her hand,
until their palms were so grubby they lost their grip on each
other.
“We’re almost there, right, Susan? We’re going to find
someone soon? ” Kate asked her.
“ Right,” Susan said, trying to make herself sound sure.
“ Right really, or right, you think so? ”
“ Right really.”
“You’re sure? ”
“I’m sure.”
But how could she be sure? She could only try to sound
it, because as usual Kate heard every microsecond of hesitation in conversation, took note of the smallest wrinkle between
her eyes, and caught that almost frown she was about to make
in annoyance before she stopped herself. Kate’s watchfulness
drove Nell absolutely batty, and to be honest, that was one of
the things Susan liked best about it, usually. But not here, not
now. Now Susan needed to be unafraid and sure.
She was neither.
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